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Abstract - In this paper, the converters coordination problem of a fuelcell
system involving a hydrogen fuel cell (FC) with supercapacitors (SCs) for ap-
plications with high instantaneous dynamic power is considered. A singular
perturbation approach is used to solve the control problem under unknown vari-
able load, where the convergence of the voltage controller is analyzed by using
Lyapunov theory. Simulation results show the performancesof the proposed
approach against a significant FC-SCs benchmark.
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1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this paper we consider the problem of the power
management of an hydrogen Fuel Cell (FC) system
associated to a reversible impulse energy source (the
supercapacitors) due to the development increasing
of electric and hybrid vehicles since 2009. The FC
must deliver a slowly varying current, not more than
4A/s for a 0.5kW/12.5V FC [3], and 10A/s for a
20kW/48V FC [4] as example. That is why the
FC needs to be associated with other sources (here
the supercapacitors) which supply short pulse en-
ergy and fill the temporary failure of the FC [1,2,5].
Solving the problem leads to a design challenge con-
sisting to choose power components, to design an
adapted architecture and to define the appropriate as-
sociated control strategy [8].
The parallel architecture is the most suitable struc-
ture: the components have lower stress, the manage-
ment of power is easy and is more reliable [9, 10].
The parallel structure with two converters (Fig.1)
(see [12–14]), which associates a static converter
with each source, allows perfect control of the power
flow of each source However, its drawbacks are the
inevitable losses associated with each static con-
verter and a higher cost. This paper is dedicated to
the study of the structure with two converters shown
in Fig. 1.
Three major objectives of the problem statement are
the respect of FC dynamics (mainly limited by the
time response of the air compressor), control of the
storage device (SCs) state of charge and the power

response (positive or negative) required by the load.
It means that the current delivered by the FC must
have smooth behavior in order to ensure its live time,
while the SCs provide the load power transient. The
hybridization of the electrical supply is highly rec-
ommended to limit the dynamic effects and a special
attention is also required for the shut-down and start-
up procedures to preserve the fuel cell performances
and enhance its durability. Therefore, it seems clear
that the DC bus regulation is managed by the super-
capacitors.
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Fig. 1. Two converters parallel structure studied in
this work.

To reach the objectives, high-performance con-
trollers are readily available based on the system
state [9, 17], fuzzy logic [18, 19], proportional-
integral controllers [3,11], RST controller [20], pas-
sivity [21], flatness [22,23] or model predictive con-
trol [15].
Alternative approach exist such as optimal control
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[7], dynamic programming [24] or emperical con-
trol associated with a multi objective genetic algo-
rithm optimization [6] that has been applied for the
supervisory power train control problem in charge
sustaining hybrid electric vehicles. However, these
approach are based on thea priori knowledge of the
power load, thus real-time control is not straightfor-
ward implementable.
The frequency decoupling method using two cas-
caded loops of currents and voltages proposed in [11]
allows to have :
The SCs supply power transient, while the FC sup-
plies the mean power (This slow FC dynamics in-
creases the system life time).
Modification of the power load induces a change in
the DC bus voltage.
The gains are tuned to ensure the closed-loop sys-
tem stability, although it has not been theoretically
proved.
In the work of [16], a passivity based approach is
adopted where the closed-loop system stability is
proved. However, to overcome the difficulty of the
known load, the authors have proposed to use an ob-
server estimating the unknown resistance load or an
integral action.
In this paper, a controller based on singular pertur-
bation approach ( [28, 33]) is proposed to respect
the slower FC dynamics, control of the storage de-
vice (SCs) state of charge and the power response
required by the load with a DC bus regulation. This
solution permits to avoid the use an PI controller loop
which is not very robust to load variation [11] and the
use of an observer or an integral action [16]. More-
over this approach is well adapted to the problem of
FC-SCs control where the FC and SCs currents must
be slow and fast respectively. A stability proof of the
system is given.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows :
In section II, the idea of the singular perturbation
(SP) approach is applied to the Nexa Ballard fuel
cell system to design the proposed controller with
a stability proof. Section III reports the simulation
results.

2 SINGULAR PERTURBATION APPROACH

The control scheme problem is to drive the load volt-
age under the main constraint of slow variation of
fuel cell currentifc and the secondary constraint of
super capacitor voltageVsc regulation. In order to
do these a singular perturbation approach [28,33] is
used, so firstly a brief recall on such approach is re-
call and after that the control design of fuel cell and
super capacitor system is present in this section.

2.1 BRIEF RECALLS ON SINGULAR
PERTURBATION

Let us consider the following nonlinear system:

ẋ = f(x, z, ε) (1)

εż = g(x, z, ε) (2)

with x ∈ Rm, z ∈ Rn, ε a small positive parameter
andf g two analytical vector fields of appropriate
dimension. Roughly speaking,x can be see as the
slow state andz as the fast variable. Nevertheless,
this must be quickly clarified in the next and some
assumptions and theoretical developments must be
recall. First of all, it is usual to decompose the sys-
tem (1)-(2) in decoupled two time scales dynamic.
For this, it is important to be able to compute the so-
called slow manifoldz = φ(x, ε), this manifold is
thez behavior when the fast transient time is finish
(“outside the boundary-layer”). The slow manifold
φ must verify the following equation:

εφ̇(x, ε) = g(x, φ(x, ε), ε) (3)

whereφ(x, ε) =
∑

∞

i=0 αi(x) εi

i! is computed itera-
tively [30]. For example the so-called frozen solu-
tion verify:

0 = g(x, α0(x), 0)

Condition is requested for theα0 existence:
Assumption A.1: The Jacobian{∂g(x,z,0)

∂z
} is regu-

lar in the considered state spacex ∈ Dx ∈ RM and
z ∈ Dz ∈ Rn.
This assumption is directly linked to the implicit
function theorem and in nonlinear case more than
one solution is possible and in this case a fold ap-
pears, this is outside the scoop of this recall. Now, it
is important to know if the system (1)-(2) converges
on a slow manifold this is given by the well known
Tikhonov’s theorem [29] but before recall the theo-
rem it is necessary to analyze the fast dynamic on
the boundary-layer. For this, a new state variable
η = z − φ is introduced andη converges rapidly
to zero if the system behavior converges on the slow
manifold.
Theη dynamics is equal to

η̇ =
1

ε
g(x, φ(x, ε) + η, ε) −

∂(φ(x, ε), ε)

∂t
(4)

Settingς = t
ε
, (4) may be rewritten

∂η

∂ς
= g(x, φ(x, ε) + η, ε) − ε

∂φ(x, ε), ε)

∂ς
(5)

Assumption A.2 The system (5) is locally in η and
uniformly in x exponentially stable.
Hereafter, the Tikhonov’s Theorem without consid-
erations of time domain and existence and unique-
ness of the solution (for example Lipschitz condi-
tions are implicit).
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Theorem 2.1 Under the assumptions A.1 and A.2
and for ε ∈ R+ sufficiently small, after a transient
t1 the dynamics (1)-(2) evolves on a slow dynamic
an his dynamic is equal to:

ẋ = g(x, φ(x), ε) (6)

In many applications, (6) is approximated at first or-
der (the frozen solution ofφ)

ẋ = g(x, α0(x), 0) (7)

As in the considered application the dynamics are
too dynamically closed, some fast actuators (high-
gain feedback) are used [31].
Considering, for the seck of simplicity, the following
dynamical system

χ̇ = f̃(χ, ζ) (8)

ζ̇ = g̃(χ, ζ) + β̃(χ)u (9)

with χ ∈ Rm, ζ ∈ Rn, u ∈ Rn andβ̃ regular for all
χ. Then setting, for exampleu = − 1

ε
β̃(χ)−1(ζ −

α0(χ)) the dynamic become:

χ̇ = f (χ, ζ) (10)

εζ̇ = εg̃(χ, ζ) − (ζ − α0(χ)) (11)

Dynamics (10)-(11) are similar to the dynamics (1)-
(2), thus, it is possible to use the theorem2.1and the
slow dynamic of (10)-(11) in first approximation is
equal to

χ̇ = f (χ, αO(χ)) (12)

Remark 2.1 In this paper, we often restrict our pur-
pose to the first approximation of the slow manifold
i.e. φ ≃ αO(x), nevertheless, for example, when the
system behavior is too closed to a fold it is necessary
to do a betterφ’s approximation.

2.2 FUEL CELL-SUPERCAPACITORS MODELS

2.2.1 Power electronic’s modeling

In this paper, the modeling of the various elements is
the same as in numerous studies [20,21].

Fuel cell modeling The model used is a static
model [25–27] where the FC voltagevfc is com-
puted according to the current stackifc by a 5th

order polynomial function of the stack currentifc as
shown in Fig.2, in order to improve the simulation
time and used a simple equation without loss of
accuracy.

ifc (A)

V

fuel cell voltage vfc

40

45

Fig. 2. Fuel cell voltage vs current.

FC boost converter To use the FC system in an
electric power system, the FC must be connected the
FC to a fixed DC bus voltage. In this case, the FC
voltage must be increased, because it is often less
than the DC bus voltage. The boost converter repre-
sented in Fig. (3) is controlled by binary inputw1(t).

vfc

ifc

vb

ifc

Lfc

w1(t)

Fig. 3. Boost converter.

Defining α1 as the duty cycle of control variable
w1(t), this subsystem can be represented by its aver-
age model (here, the switches are regarded as ideal):

difc

dt
= 1

Lfc

(

− (1 − α1) vb + vfc

)

dvb

dt
= 1

C

(

(1 − α1) ifc − il
) (13)

wherevb is the DC link voltage,vfc is the FC volt-
age,il is the DC current delivered to the load andifc

is the FC current.
The product between control inputα1 and state vari-
able vb shows a non-linear behaviour of the con-
verter.

SCs boost converter SCs can be charged or dis-
charged; therefore the storage elements are con-
nected to the DC bus through a reversible power con-
verter.

The SCs used here have a constant capacity (Csc)
and negligible losses. They are associated with an
inductance (Lsc) and a boost converter as shown in
Fig. (4). Two types of operations are possible : a
buck operating mode when SCs receive energy from
the DC bus, and a boost operating mode when SCs
supply energy to the DC bus.
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Fig. 4. Boost converter.

We defineα2 as the duty cycle of control variable
w2(t). The second sub-system is represented by an
average model as follows:

disc

dt
= 1

Lsc

(

− (1 − α2) vb + vsc

)

dvsc

dt
= − isc

Csc

(14)

DC bus and load model Fig. (5) shows the model
of the DC bus and the load. In our work, the load
is modeled by a(Rl Ll) circuit, whose resistance
valueRl varies according to the power required by
the load.El represents the electromotive force of an
electrical machine. When the electric load operates
as a generator, this electromotive force (e.m.f.,El) is
positive. The average model is:

dvb

dt
= 1

C

(

(1 − α1) ifc + (1 − α2) isc − il
)

dil

dt
= 1

Ll

(

− Rlil + vb

)

(15)

DC/DC
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vfc
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C

Rl

Ll

isc

il

Fig. 5. DC bus and load model.

2.2.2 Two time scales complete model

Complete model It follows that the complete “fuel
cell -supercapacitors” system is represented by the
5th order non-linear state space model :

ẋ1 = (1−α1) x4+(1−α2) x5−x3

C

ẋ2 = − x5

Csc

ẋ3 = −Rl x3+x1

Ll

ẋ4 = −(1−α1) x1+z

Lfc

ẋ5 = −(1−α2) x1+x2

Lsc

(16)

with state spacex(t) = [x1; x2; x3; x4; x5]
t

= [vb; vsc; il; ifc; isc]
t, control inputs u(t) =

[u1; u2]
t = [1−α1; 1−α2]

t, measuresy(t) = x and
z(t) = vfc, and electromotive forceEl as a perturba-
tion (d). At this model, it is applied, similarly to [31]
and as it is recalled in the previous section two fast
actuators. This fast actuators are two PI controllers
which assign respectivelyIfc and Isc to a desired
valueI∗fc andI∗sc. Here, the dynamics of both PI are
chosen such that assumptions A.1-A.2 are verified
and outside the boundary-layer the dynamic is on the
slow manifold and the system behavior is given by
equation (7).

2.2.3 Slow reduced model

In order to present the slow reduced dynamics (16)
in input-state representationI∗fc is considered as the
input u1 and I∗sc as the inputu2 and from (7) the
reduced slow system is given by:

ẋ1 = 1
C

( z3

x1

u1 + x2

x1

u2 − x3)

ẋ2 = − u2

Csc

ẋ3 = −Rl x3+x1

Ll

(17)

with x = [x1; x2; x3]
t = [vb; vsc; il]

t; control in-
puts u = [u1; u2]

t = [ifc; isc]
t, measuresy =

[vb; vsc; il]
t and z = [ifc; isc; vfc]

t. It is impor-
tant to note that the model (17) is valid only if all its
closed loop dynamic are slower than the dynamic of
the fast actuator, here the PI controler which assign
the currentIfc andIsc, this will be a constrain in the
design of the slow controllers.

2.3 SLOW CONTROL DESIGN

The desired equilibrium point are the following one
x∗ = [v∗b ; v∗sc;

v∗

b

Rl
], with v∗b andv∗sc the DC bus and

SCs desired voltages. As the constraint onIfc is
such that it dynamic must be very slow (i.e.dIfc

dt
<

4As−1) u1 is considered as a slow input and has only
a slow effect on the convergence of the dynamic (17).
Consequently the gain on theu1 loop must be very
small and the variation of the component ofu1 must
be filtered directly or implicitly. From these consid-
erationsu1 is designed as follow

u1 = Ilm −
Ccs

T
esc (18)

WhereIlm is an average of the current in the load
(in reality a load’s current filtered with a low past fil-
ter). Moreover,esc = Vsc − V ∗

sc andT are chosen
in order than the feedback onesc will be also suf-
ficiently slow. Here it is important to note thatesc

is not filtered becauseV ∗

sc is a constant andVsc is
proportional to theIsc integral and then implicitly
filtered. Now, asu1 is a slow input the second input
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u2 can be faster thanu1 but slower that the current
loops driven by both PI fast actuators, sou2 is:

u2 =
x1

x2
[
C

τ
eb −

z3

x1
(Ilm −

Ccs

T
esc) + x3] (19)

with eb = Vb − V ∗

b andτ is chosen in order than the
feedback oneb is slower that both PI fast actuators
but faster that the loop onesc. From (18) and (19), it
is possible to set the following proposition.

Proposition 2.1 The system (17) under the controls
(18) and (19) is locally exponentially stable forV ∗

b

andV ∗

sc constants with a bias onx2 = Vsc.

Proof 2.1 Choosing the following Lyapunov func-
tion VT = V1 + V2 + V3 with V1 = 0.5(x3 − ilm)2,
V2 = 0.5e2

b andV3 = 0.5e2
sc, the differentiation of

V2 gives:

V̇2 = −
e2

b

τ

Consequentlyeb converges exponentially to zero uni-
formly with respect toesc and esc. The differentia-
tion ofV1 is equal to:

V̇1 = (x3 − ilm)
−Rlx3 + x1

Ll

Settingei = x3− ilm and the fact thatilm = V ∗

b /Rl

one has

V̇1 = ei

−Rlei + eb

Ll

as eb converge to zero independently ofei then ei

also converges exponentially to zero and this uni-
formly with respect toesc. Finally V3 gives:

V̇3 = −esc(

x1

x2

[C
τ
eb −

z3

x1

(Ilm − Ccs

T
esc) + x3]

Ccs

)

Sinceeb converges to zero andx3 to ilm, then after
such convergence one has

V̇3 = −
esc

Csc

(
z3

x2

Csc

T
esc −

z3

x2
Ilm +

x1

x2
Ilm)

Which is locally exponentially stable forx2 > 0,
with a bias convergence ofesc to (z3−x1)IlmT

Cscz3

. More-
overT must be chosen in order that the dynamic of
esc is slower with respect to PI fast actuators.

Remark 2.2 It is important to note that the bias may
be canceled by adding an adaptive skim. This will
be done in a future work. Moreover due to practi-
cal implementation, the control is digital and some
problems appear ( [32], [ 34]).

3 SIMULATION RESULTS

To test and validate the performances of the pro-
posed FC controller (18-19), a dedicated FC Control
Benchmark is proposed by Fig. (6) where the ref-
erence DC bus voltage is set equal to48V and the
load current varies between4.8 and15A. This power
cycle is representative of a vehicle power demand,
where the load requirement consists in raising and
lowering power edges between240 and720W.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
47.7

47.8

47.9

48

48.1

48.2

bus voltage vb

V

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
−5

0

5

10

15

load current iL

A
Time (s)

Fig. 6. Fuel Cell Control Benchmark.

Concerning the load, the proposed FC controller uses
only the measurement of load current while the load
is an unknown variable.

The block diagram scheme of the proposed con-
troller adopted in this work and used in simulation
is given by Fig. 7. It is composed of three subsys-
tems : one fast actuator for the FC based on a PI
controller, second actuator to manage the current of
the SCs based on a IP controller, and the proposed
singular perturbation approach to control the DC bus
voltage and state of charge of the SCs.
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a
n
ti-w

in
d
u
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i
∗

fc

current loop

IP controller
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−

a
n
ti-w

in
d
u
p

isci
∗

sc

vb

v
∗

b

SP control

i
∗

fc

i
∗

sc

Fig. 7. Singular Perturbation structure.
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Fig. (8) shows the response of the FC hybrid system
according to the reference trajectories of the Bench-
mark (Fig. 6). It can be remarked that a very good
tracking of the DC bus (Fig.8.a) is ensured by the
proposed fast controller (19) with a smooth response
of the FC current1 (Fig. 8.e) during fast power de-
mands of the load (Fig.8.c) so as to maintain the FC
state of health. Moreover, the energy balance is well
achieved, characterized by a SC voltage (Fig.8.b))
value reaching the desired set point (24V) at steady
state by the proposed slow controller (18).
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Fig. 8. Simulation result with an unknown load.
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